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"How I Made Thousands Of Dollars In A Month Through Trading Cryptocurrencies" For the very
first time, Anthony Tu reveals 5 expert suggestions that will give beginners the edge when

investing in cryptocurrencies.In this book, we will initial familiarize you with the concepts of
cryptocurrency, clarify the many benefits and challenges that include it, and tell you five secrets

you need to follow while investing into cryptocurrencies. So when it comes to buying
cryptocurrencies, many people have a lot of doubts and queries.Whether you're a beginner or a

specialist, if you want to understand how to invest and help to make money, you must
understand the basics which you're investing in.. They aren’ The multi-billionaire trader Warren
Buffet once said;Here's what you will learn…Never choose business you cannot understand."
Cryptocurrencies certainly are a craze right now, and they present an appealing investment
opportunity for anyone with some supplemental income.".Fundamentals of Cryptocurrency

MarketsImportant Cryptocurrency TerminologyBenefits of Investing into CryptocurrenciesRisks
of Buying Cryptocurrencies5 Professional Secrets in Cryptocurrency Investmentand seeing that
a reward..t sure on the subject of the risks involved, and are confused by the rumors spread by
everyone.,AnEXCLUSIVEStep-by-step Course on how to purchase your initial Bitcoin, Litecoin,

and Ethereum!For a limited time price cut of only $0.99!

continue reading

Sloppy, Inaccurate Hack Text I'm not sure who's giving "Cryptocurrency: 5 Professional Secrets
for Beginners" good ratings, but as a genuine purchaser and reader, I could assure you it's
awful.While I already had a idea of cryptocurrency and blockchain, this publication reinforced
what I knew. Desire to everyone smart investments! Learning approach. A few of his
explanations are excusable "hand waving", as they say in mathematics courses, but some of the
explanations are simply just incorrect. Also, the writing is normally sloppy with many
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grammatical and mechanical errors per web page, and the prose style is very loose and
vernacular, like his assumed audience is Millennials reading in a bar. I don't recommend buying
this reserve, and I don't feel I can trust any of the investment info herein because the technical
details is invalid. Great guide of book to learn cryptocurrencies especially for beginners! Gives
you a synopsis of the process and resources that make up bitcoin and other crypto-currencies
This is a handy little guide. It's a little bit long-winded in areas, and relatively rambling, jumping
around to different factors in time, but overall it's well worth the read and the authors of this
reserve are reporters, and as a bit of reportage it is broad, deep, and well-balanced and they
consider you through the annals of bitcoin, the alternatives to bitcoin, all of the technology
behind bitcoin, and prolonged uses because of this disruptive technology which could possess
wide implications throughout culture and really cherished this boo and i'm familiar with
blockchain technology but I learned a whole lot about the world of (non-crypto) currencies as
well as the economic environment where crypto currencies live and i also just like the liquid
writing style of the authors and if you want to learn about crypto currencies and how they relate
with the world economic climate and his book is for you personally and the book begins with
the basics and drives home good information without having to be overly biased. Great work
and must read. Great should you have not yet begun trading This book is helpful in case you are
a beginner who has little to no understanding of cryptocurrency and hasn't yet begun to take
part in trading. There are audio basic finacial concepts at the job in the writing. The author does
not push anybody currency or exchange, but makes suggestions predicated on those sound
concepts and his own experience. Actually, he seems a little reluctant to offer direction until
closer to the end. He seems to treatment that his readers don't lose their t-shirts. He does not
seem to be hawking his own product or service. I read "Mastering Bitcoin, 2nd Edition" initial, to
understand Bitcoin comprehensive from a specialized perspective, and bought this to
understand a little bit about investing. Lots of redundancy for such a brief book. The book also
opened a few fresh vistas, for which I am grateful. Nope Luckily this text just cost $1 at the time
of purchase, or else I'd be mad (and deducted another star). Terms are introduced without
becoming defined. Ideas are occasionally explained awkwardly.! Reading it was like finally
controlling to fit puzzle pieces jointly. Wasn't a deal-breaker, just not an all-star. A good
instruction to Cryptocurrency. Your reserve has exposed my eye to understanding what the
complete concept is normally about. It is not well-written, as though the author's first language
isn't English.Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Litecoin are platforms for Blockchain. Appreciating stuff.
Author give proven ideas and steps. This publication teaches the novice investors a more in
depth analysis of cryptocurrency. An excellent guide for those who wish to invest in
cryptocurrency. This book was well-written and provided a wide yet detailed picture of the
annals, present and possible future of the cryptocurrency and its own underlying blockchain.
Excellent book! If you are interested in using Bitcoin or something very similar, this would be
considered a good book to pick up. Contains very little information on investment that is useful
at all; I value that this is a newbie friendly guide, but is also a good reference guide for just about
any new concepts. Great introduction to the crypto world for those who are new exactly like
me.I'd have loved to have given this book 5 superstars if only it had been better edited. This text
is normally predominantly fluff and filled with information that you can find easily somewhere
else. Hell, Wikipedia has more info on cryptocurrency than this text does! The author starts out
by explaining what crypto-currency is and giving a brief history on its origin, founder and its
overall gain in reputation. which is specially problematic, because that was supposed to be the
complete point of the publication. easy to read Even though there are already a lot of reviews on



this reserve, I really wished to leave my own. The book is very accessible, readable. A lot of
interesting info was learned about the crypto currency, and what are the risks of investing in
cryptothermics. There are excellent ideas to earn through trade crypt currencies, while
performing nothing special. Now let our investments shoot to the moon! Five stars for a quick
concise intro to Cryptos This book provides uninitiated a quick clear explanation of blockchain
and cryptocurrencies. Excellent book Wonderful content; At the conclusion the author includes
a very good synoposis of investing strategy organized by age group. It gives you an overview of
the process and resources that define bitcoin and additional crypto-currencies. Glad I bought it!
You get everything you pay for This is nothing but an aggregation of common-knowledge
platitudes copied from the web, with much feel of Google translation.are all about.! But save
sometime and shell out a bit more cash for a better book. It is also very, very repetitive. For such
little depth of info, the book could have been one-third as long. Was it worth $1? Yes. Because of
this it is certainly hard to understand. Not that great The book does give you a basic knowledge
of cryptocurrency but I am left with more questions than answers. Even as a total beginner in
cryptocurrency, I felt completely under-served. Highly Recommended!! It must be called
Cryptocurrency for dummies! It introduces conditions and topics without explaining them
adequately. I just started hearing about Bitcoins last year. The author has has an excellent
explanation for the newbie investors of what Cryptocurrency, Bitcoin, Ethereum, etc. Thanks so
much to make it not difficult that even I could understand!! STRONGLY SUGGESTED! Draft
writing managed to get to the ultimate product. for novices like me who cant understand difficult
technical conditions of blockchain this instruction is a Glad to see that its not only about BTC
but also explains everything about Ethereum and Litecoin, for novices like me who cant
understand tough technical conditions of blockchain this guideline is a real and quick help get
start. A little gem of an intro with down to earth basics on getting started in crypto investing.
This book is targeted at the absolute beginner and gives clear explanations and practical
instructions about cryptocurrency investing and ways of make cash. I am suggested this book.
Knowing content This is an excellent learning book on crypto. An excellent informative book. It's
like somebody explained a mountain bicycle to him and he extrapolated that idea and is
normally presuming to describe a Tesla. Providing learning content material. Blockchain is an
electronic public ledger by which the transactions of crypto currencies (virtual currency) are
perform. This ledger is available to scrutiny by all, hence every Bitcoin (crypto currency)
transacted could be traced back to its origin. Recommended. Great book! Well done.
Recommended! But getting the technical background and reading Tu's descriptions, I can't be
sure whether he's as well impatient to find accurate analogies, or whether he just doesn't
understand Bitcoin and the blockchain.
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